INTRODUCTION TO LIBRARY SERVICES AND RESOURCES

In less than three minutes!

Bette Sydelko
Medical & Education Librarian
937-775-3840
bette.sydelko@wright.edu
Understand Your WSU Computer Accounts

Information about your campus computer accounts:
http://www.wright.edu/information-technology/services/wright-state-university-accounts

Or call the HELP desk at 775-4827 or email: helpdesk@wright.edu

Make sure you know your “w” number – ex. w000abc
This number and the accompanying password is what you will use to authenticate for remote (off-campus) access to library resources.
Start here: [www.libraries.wright.edu](http://www.libraries.wright.edu)
Then go directly to Research GUIDES, choose the Medicine Research Guide
Bookmark the Medicine Research Guide and use it as your starting point.
Using the guide:

Each white tab leads you to more specific resources like RefWorks or the A-to-Z E-Journals list or to services the library offers like the interlibrary loan service or a literature search request form.

The UL factsheet is handy when you are first learning what is available to you.
Similar resources are grouped together:

**Medical databases**
- Medline via PubMed
  PubMed tutorial developed by the National Library of Medicine
- Cochrane Library
  Full text reviews of research on the effects of health care interventions.

**Electronic books**
- AccessMedicine
  Collection of medical books, images and videos from McGraw-Hill
- ClinicalKey
  Collection of resources from Elsevier; content includes medical texts, clinical guidelines, videos, images, patient education handouts and more

**Drug resources**
- Lexicomp Online
  Collection of drug databases providing information for U.S. and international drugs. Find dosing, drug interactions, administration, warnings and precautions.
About RefWorks

RefWorks is a web-based citation management service.

- Keeps your references organized
- Works with Microsoft Word when you are writing papers and need to cite using a particular format
- Creates your own “personal” database of references

More info: [http://libraries.wright.edu/refworks/](http://libraries.wright.edu/refworks/)
Final tips

- In databases such as PubMed and Web of Science, check access to the fulltext of the article by using the “FindIt” link resolver.

- On the far right of the Medicine Research Guide is a “chat” box. Quick way to get an answer when online.
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